Start-up Funding
Start Up Financing




Angel Group Funding: To assist
qualified start-ups in funding their
product development, PRN PharmaFarm LLC can provide access to a
pooled capital fund of angel group
investors.
Invest through PharmaFarm: P RN
PharmaFarm, LLC seeks to identify the
most worthy ophthalmic start-ups for
investment by combining ophthalmic
pharmaceutical start-up expertise, involved superinvestors and detailed
due diligence. If you are interested in
investing in an ophthalmic start-up
please contact Dr. William Stewart at
william.stewart@prnorb.com. Please
remember that investing in start-ups
is highly risky and may involve the
loss of all capital.
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Company Overview
PRN’s Capabilities
Drawing from many year of vigorous
participation and a broad network of
mature contractors in the ophthalmic
community, PRN capably provides all
aspects of clinical trial management
and consulting in both the US and EU.

PRN’s Core Values

Services

PRN’s mission, to fight blindness through outstanding research and development advice,
achieves excellence by holding to these core
values.

PRN provides a full range of consulting and
trial management services, from project conception through completion. PRN specializes in
building unique teams of seasoned professionals, customized to meet your needs.

Core Values
 Lasting commitment to ophthalmology

PRN’s Mission
PRN’s mission is to fight blindness
through outstanding research and development advice.

 Excellent service and communications


Unsurpassed trial management and
dedication

 Outstanding ethics
PRN’s History
PRN was founded by Dr. William Stewart
and his wife Jeanette Stewart in 1999 as
an ophthalmic specific CRO. PRN was
created to provide a superior standard
for clinical trials in ophthalmology to the
pharmaceutical community.
PRN has managed over 75 trials for 22
sponsors, from large pharmaceutical
companies to startups, 57 of which were
conducted in the US and 18 in Europe
and the rest of the world. Four projects
had more than 100 sites; the largest
project included approximately 7,500
subjects and the duration of the longest
project was 3 years. PRN has an outstanding contractor retention track record; to date almost every project has
been completed by the project team initially assigned.

Testimonials
… I have been part of a clinical trial before but
this trial was different. With PRN as captain of
the study-team we had no fears. You were on
top of every single thing and knew every minute
detail of the trial. Your CRAs looked at data with
eagle eyes and sailing was smooth all the way.
I told my colleagues PRN would be excellent.
Thank you for proving me right. Thank you for
what you have done for us.

Thanks so much for your support. I hope you
know how much we appreciate PRN! Couldn’t
have possibly been where we are today without
your professional excellence along the way.

Project Services
Planning: From pre-clinical development and project timelines to regula
tory filings, PRN can smooth your path
in a cost-effective manner.
Initiation: PRN maintains a robust database of excellent ophthalmic clinical

sites to help you initiate your project
quickly and efficiently.
Management: PRN's unsurpassed
management is provided by profes sional, mature, experienced and
friendly individuals who are committed
to help you succeed.
Completion: PRN will see your project
 through to completion. With daily
oversight by the company's founders,

Quality
Experience PRN quality in:
 Experience
 Relationships
 Commitment
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